The delayed resonator concept uses time-delayed feedback control to convert an ordinary passive vibration absorber into an actively tuned resonator. Inspired by this idea, this study proposes to enhance energy harvesting capacity using a delayed resonator-like feedback control. Although the proposed control action consumes some power, the resulting increase in harvestable energy from the actively sensitized structure can be much larger, which makes the new operation feasible. Following the broad literature, we select piezoelectric components as the energy transduction elements and deploy the existing theory on a piezoelectric network setup. This study brings two scientific novelties: experimental validation of the feasibility of delayed feedback induced enhancement of energy harvesting and the stability declarations of the time-delayed control. This encouraging proof-of-concept study is expected to yield some broader future pathways in energy harvesting enhancements, and beyond the confines of piezoelectric transduction alone.
Introduction
Increased awareness on energy resources and efficiency has sparked interesting research in many directions. Energy harvesting is the idea that vibratory motion within the environment can be converted to storable electrical energy. This has been a popular research topic, especially in the last few decades. Many different sources of motion have been investigated for energy harvesting purposes. Some examples include human movements (Paradiso and Starner, 2005; Saha et al., 2008) , structural vibrations (Tang and Zuo, 2012) , automobile suspensions (Gupta et al., 2006; Zuo and Zhang, 2013) , and ocean waves (Murray and Rastegar, 2009; Taylor et al., 2001) . Microsystems also provide an important application platform, as the existing ambient vibrations present many opportunities to feed low-power small-scale systems (Beeby et al., 2006; Mitcheson et al., 2008) .
A vital component in energy harvesting research is the power transduction mechanism that actually converts the mechanical energy into electrical energy. The most commonly used conversion methods today are electromagnetic and piezoelectric systems (Khaligh et al., 2010) . Electromagnetic systems seem to be more popular in large-scale systems such as structural vibrations and vehicle suspensions (Zuo et al., 2010; Zuo and Tang, 2013) . Piezoelectric materials, on the other hand, appear to be the common choice in smaller scale systems (Erturk and Inman, 2009; Sodano et al., 2005) . Regarding the use of piezoelectric materials, much research has been devoted on potential avenues to increase the energy harvesting throughput. With regard to mechanical methods, Leland and Wright (2006) propose the use of compressive axial pre-loads on bending structures in order to lower resonant frequencies and increase energy harvesting performance. Xu and Tang (2015) demonstrate that the effective stiffness in cantilever structures can be decreased using magnetic elements, improving energy harvesting performance. Considerable literature also exists on optimization of energy harvesting electrical circuits. The works of Badel et al. (2005) , Ottman et al. (2002) , Lefeuvre et al. (2005) , and Kong et al. (2010) are some examples in this regard. Kammer and Olgac (2016a) recently proposed to use delayed feedback control in active resonator type energy harvesting systems. It was shown analytically and numerically that the energy harvesting capacity of vibration absorbers can be significantly increased by sensitizing the structure with the use of the feedback control law. Delayed feedback control in piezoelectric networks has also been recently studied by the same group in Kammer and Olgac (2016b) , where the shunt circuit is tuned to act as a delayed resonator (DR) (Olgac and Holm-Hansen, 1994) , enabling complete vibration suppression in the host structure. The present work combines the findings of these two documents and proposes to implement delayed feedback control in a piezoelectric network in order to increase the energy harvesting capacity. In addition to a detailed analytical analysis, the findings are supported with experimental results.
Increasing energy harvesting capacity by adding some form of control to the piezoelectric circuit is a relatively matured idea. The interesting work of Badel et al. (2005) , for instance, introduces the synchronized switch harvesting on inductor (SSHI) concept. This is a nonlinear technique based on earlier knowledge gained on semi-active vibration damping using piezoelectric materials. An open switch and an inductor are added in parallel to a piezoelectric element. The switch is briefly closed at extremum points of mechanical displacement, changing the piezoelectric voltage waveform such that it always remains in phase with the speed, which maximizes energy transfer. This approach is shown to increase the energy harvesting capacity up to 450%. In contrast, in this article, we consider active feedback control in the shunt circuit, as opposed to semi-active control by intermittent electrical switching. This yields another categorical difference in that the control logic here is linear, while the SSHI method introduces nonlinear dynamics.
The article is composed in the following sections. Section ''Energy harvesting from active piezoelectric networks'' elucidates the idea and background on energy harvesting from piezoelectric networks. Section ''System modeling and stability'' details the system modeling approach within this work including the novelty of delayed feedback control. Experimental studies are also conducted and presented under section ''Experimental studies.'' Section ''Conclusion'' contains concluding remarks.
Energy harvesting from active piezoelectric networks
The idea of using delayed feedback control to increase energy harvesting capacity is first proposed by Kammer and Olgac (2016a) , where the theory is developed on an active mechanical vibration absorber setting. At the heart of the concept, the energy dissipating element (e.g. viscous damper) is replaced by a transducer that can extract energy, while the control input (a force actuator) consumes energy in order to increase the net harvestable energy output. In this work, the previously developed theory is adopted to active piezoelectric networks. These types of systems usually consist of a mechanical primary structure such as a beam or plate, and an electrical shunt circuit connected to this structure via a piezoelectric element. Piezoelectric materials provide a bi-directional coupling between mechanical strain and electrical fields. As a result, electrical charge/ current is produced in the shunt circuit in response to vibrations in the mechanical structure. In that sense, the piezoelectric network represents a direct analogy to a mechanical vibration absorber. This feature has led to many investigations on using piezoelectric networks for vibration control purposes (Hagood and Von Flotow, 1991; Lesieutre, 1998; Tang and Wang, 2001) .
Applying the ideas of Kammer and Olgac (2016a) in the piezoelectric networks (see Figure 1) , we take note that the resistor in the shunt circuit (i.e. the dissipative resistive load) is the component that enables energy harvesting, while the voltage source V c denotes the feedback control to enhance the harvestable energy.
In general, energy harvesting circuits are quite complex and consist of many components such as bridge rectifiers (for AC to DC conversion), flyback converters, DC-DC step-down converters, field-effect transistors (FETs), and pulse width modulation (PWM) controls (Sodano et al., 2004) . In this work, we mainly focus on developing a feedback control scheme to increase the harvestable energy through the resistive load.
Using resistive loads to assess energy harvesting output is a meaningful approach, as it is a common practice in energy harvesting studies. Researchers on more advanced energy harvesting circuit topologies such as Ottman et al. (2002) and Roundy and Wright (2004) use resistive loads as an initial measure of available power for harvesting. The values obtained by resistive loads are considered as a baseline for assessing power conversion losses of their specialized circuits. In fact, certain energy harvesting circuits are designed specifically to have resistive impedance (Kong et al., 2010) , which further proves the accuracy of using a resistive load. We follow a similar approach in this work and assume that the power of the resistive load in the shunt circuit provides a good estimate how much useful energy can be produced by the system before conversion losses.
System modeling and stability

Modeling of a cantilever beam and piezoelectric network combination
For the theoretical development and the following experimental work, we consider a system as depicted in Figure 1 . A cantilever beam is used as the host (primary) structure and two lead zirconate titanate (PZT) type piezoelectric patches are bonded symmetrically to it. Patch II is used to generate harmonic external excitation to beam, and it is independently powered. Patch I is shunted to an R-L circuit as a part of the energy harvesting piezoelectric network. It is the main transduction mechanism generating electric charge/current from the beam's vibration. This configuration is a typical benchmark setup as it has been studied in many earlier investigations (Agnes, 1995; Hagood and Von Flotow, 1991) , except the additional feedback control component represented by V c . This is the main novelty in the present study. It helps sensitize the circuit in order to increase harvestable energy output in response to the same external excitation. In short, the power input through V c (Energy in on Figure 1 ) improves the harvestable energy (Energy out on Figure 1 ).
For the coupled beam dynamics and electrical circuit, the following modeling steps are taken. Without loss of generality, we approximate the beam dynamics in its reduced order form to two-modes as
where f i represents the shape functions corresponding to the beam's transverse vibratory modes (mode i = 1 and 2), and u i denotes the corresponding temporal dynamics of mode i. Hamilton's principle is used to obtain governing differential equations (Tang and Wang, 2001) as
where m 11 and m 22 are modal masses; c 11 and c 22 are modal damping coefficients; k 11 and k 22 are modal stiffness coefficients; k em1 and k em2 are electro-mechanical coupling coefficients; associated with the first and second modes, respectively. The beam modes are coupled through the terms of damping c 12 and stiffness k 12 . Q s is the electrical charge in the shunt circuit, while k ic = 1/C pzt is known as the inverse capacitance coefficient. Detailed expressions for the system parameters are presented in Appendix 1. The critical component in this model is V c , the control voltage input which we use to sensitize the shunt circuit. The external forcing/disturbance is implemented using the PZT patch II. In the governing equations, Q ex denotes the electrical charge going through this element. The PZT patches I and II are assumed to be identical and mounted symmetrically on opposite faces of the beam. As a result, the electro-mechanical coupling and inverse capacitance coefficients are taken the same.
An excitation voltage source is used to drive the PZT patch II, V ex (not shown in Figure 1 ). Then the governing equation for the circuit of the PZT patch II becomes
Following the delayed sensitization methodology proposed in Kammer and Olgac (2016a), we use a delayed proportional control logic in the form of V c = gR 1 _ Q s (t À t). This is accomplished by measuring the voltage drop across the resistive load (i.e. V R = R 1 _ Q s ) as the feedback signal. Here, R 1 is the resistance value attributed to the resistive load. The total resistance in the circuit also involves parasitic resistances R p and is expressed as R = R p + R 1 . Substituting equation (3) in equation (2) and incorporating this control law, the governing equations are expressed as
The single-input system dynamics seen in equation (4) are re-cast into a state-space form next. This offers a systematic and convenient representation for the analyses that follow. We define the state vector as follows
The input to the system is the external excitation voltage
The output vector consists of the beam tip displacement w t and shunt circuit current i s = _ Q s
where the beam tip displacement w t (t) is expressed from equation (1) as
and x t is the spatial coordinate at the tip of the beam where the displacement sensor is located. The governing equations can now be represented in state-space form as
where 
Applying Laplace transformation on equation (9), the input-output relation can be described as follows
The transfer matrix containing transfer functions for both outputs is also apparent from this form, and it is defined as follows
The characteristic equation for the combined system is
Since rank(A 2 ) = 1, the characteristic equation (13) only contains one instance of the delay-induced exponential term e 2ts , without a commensurate delay (i.e. 2t, 3t). That is, its generic form would be
where A(s) and B(s) are polynomials of which the exact forms depend on the specifics of the system under consideration. Potential stability boundaries are the parametric setting which render imaginary root pairs s = vi for equation (14) . Within the parametric space of (t, g), these loci can be exhaustively determined following the procedures in the DR literature (Kammer and Olgac, 2016b; Olgac and Holm-Hansen, 1995b) . It is done by simply substituting s = vi in equation (14) and satisfying the complex magnitude and phase conditions
As we synthesize the control law, the (t, g) parameters need to be chosen in the stable segment of the divisions defined by equation (15). This point will be illustrated on some case studies later in the text.
Energy balance in circuit and control synthesis
In order to establish the feasibility of the proposed active control method, the energy balance within the shunt circuit needs to be analyzed. That is, the amount of energy required for the time-delayed feedback tuning (sensitization) and the energy generated through the resistive load should be compared to assess the feasibility of the procedure. Instantaneous power generated from the resistive load is
Under harmonic excitation, the system in Figure 1 would produce a current i(t) = i 0 sin (vt) . Note that the current amplitude i 0 depends on several factors such as excitation frequency, and the control parameter selection (t, g), as seen from the transfer functions in equation (12). The energy generated per cycle is calculated as
where T = 2p/v is the period of oscillation. Then, the average power generated over a period becomes
On the other hand, instantaneous power consumed by feedback control is
The energy consumed per cycle is
and average power consumed over a period becomes
The net harvestable average power is the difference of generated and consumed powers, equations (18) and (21), respectively
It is clear that the objective of the control sensitization is to maximize this quantity P av harv . Obviously, first requirement of feasibility is that the average net harvested power is positive. That is, more energy is generated than the amount consumed for the control. More importantly, the net harvestable power must be larger than that of the passive energy harvesting system. The passive case is easily simulated using g = 0 within the mathematical model and repeating the calculations presented above. That is, P av ctrl = 0 and P av harv = P av gen . As a measure of this comparison, we define the percent increase (PI) in energy harvesting capacity as follows
The influence of control parameters (t, g) on energy harvesting performance is discussed next. Recently, Kammer and Olgac (2016b) demonstrated that DR tuning can be implemented in the shunt circuit of a piezoelectric network to completely eliminate vibration in the host structure (e.g. cantilever beam). A brief description of DR tuning in the shunt circuit is presented under Appendix 2. When the shunt circuit becomes resonant at the excitation frequency, it exhibits increasing amplitudes in current oscillations until the beam oscillations are completely suppressed. Intuition erratically suggests that this configuration might present an ideal energy harvesting setup. In another recent study, however, Kammer and Olgac (2016a) prove analytically that during energy harvesting from mechanical vibration absorbers, complete DR-type tuning yields zero net harvestable power. Therefore, it is infeasible. We follow a similar procedure next, for the present case where the shunt circuit is actively tuned.
The differential equation governing the shunt circuit dynamics is seen in equation (2)
Multiplying this expression with _ Q s and re-arranging yields
Now noting that _ Q s = i s is the current in the shunt circuit, and (k em1 u 1 + k em2 u 2 ) is the voltage generated by the piezoelectric effect, this expression (25) essentially represents the complete energy balance in the shunt circuit. On the left-hand side, we see the time rate of change of the inductive and capacitive energy storage, in addition to the instantaneous power generated by the resistive load. The right-hand side shows the instantaneous power contributed by the piezoelectric effect and the control voltage. If the shunt circuit is tuned using DR parameters for complete resonance, the beam vibration is completely eliminated. That is u 1 = u 2 = 0, while the shunt circuit current exhibits steady harmonic oscillations _ Q s = i s = i 0 sin (vt). Under these circumstances, equation (25) 
Integrating this expression over the period of oscillation (T = 2p/v), the energy exchange during a cycle is
Since the current _ Q s is a purely harmonic function,
= 0, leaving the two terms as
In other words, all energy generated through the resistive load (left side) indeed equals the energy consumed by the control voltage source (right-hand side term). As a result, no net energy will be gained. Therefore, tuning the shunt circuit to an ideal resonator (i.e. DR) is not a feasible pathway from energy harvesting perspective.
The preceding analysis echoes the findings from Kammer and Olgac (2016a). In the cited work, a different control tuning approach was proposed. Instead of the resonant tuning obtained with DR methodology, the control parameters (t, g) are chosen such that the absorber (in the present case the shunt circuit) is still stable, yet close to resonance. The same philosophy is followed next, and the shunt circuit is brought close to resonance, or it is sensitized, using the delayed feedback control.
Experimental studies
A laboratory setup was built to validate the findings within this work. The main components of the experiment are depicted in Figure 2 .
An aluminum beam (0.2 m length, 0.75 mm 3 20 mm profile) is clamped from one end in a cantilever configuration. The anchor which supports the beam is attached on a Kinetic Systems Vibraplane pneumatic table to assure isolation from ambient disturbances. Two Steiner & Martins SM311 PZT type piezoelectric patches (25 mm 3 5 mm 3 0.15 mm) are attached symmetrically on either side of the beam, close to the clamped end. One of the patches is energized to generate the external excitation, driven by a signal from an AVC 790 series power amplifier controlled under a B&K Precision 4017A function generator. The other patch is connected to the shunt circuit, constructed on a breadboard setting. A simple carbon-film passive resistance is used to simulate the resistive load (R), while the inductance (L) is provided by a synthetic inductor op-amp circuit (Agnes, 1995) . A PHILTEC D63-H1 high-precision fiber-optic displacement sensor is positioned close to the beam tip to independently monitor its motion.
The voltage drop across the resistor (V R ) is measured using a Texas Instruments INA117 differential amplifier. This voltage difference measurement provides the instantaneous current across the resistor which constitutes the main feedback control signal,
, and it is fed to a dSPACE DS1103 MicroAutoBox digital control unit, along with the displacement sensor output. The control loop is constructed in Simulink and compiled on the digital controller. The control actuation signal (V c ) is fed to another AVC 790 series power amplifier which is connected to the shunt circuit, to close the loop. dSPACE ControlDesk software is used as a user interface to monitor and regulate the control action.
The setup is designed such that the first two resonant modes of the beam fall within 10-100 Hz. The second resonant mode is estimated analytically to be around 98 Hz and is chosen to be the region of operation. Consequently, the shunt circuit is designed around this frequency as well. The advantage of selecting the second mode of the beam over the first is that the shunt circuit designed to a higher frequency requires smaller inductance, which is very beneficial. This can be seen from the inductance equation in Appendix 1, where the value is inversely proportional to the square of the beam's natural frequency. 
Mathematical model of the experimental setup
The physical properties associated with the experimental setup are provided under Appendix 3. The modal parameters corresponding to this configuration are obtained using these data in the expressions under Appendix 1. As mentioned earlier, the inductance and resistance of the shunt circuit are designed according to the second resonant mode of the beam which is around 98 Hz. The shunt circuit parameters corresponding to this configuration are calculated using the relations under Appendix 1 and are obtained as R 1 = 12 kO, L = 167 H. The parasitic resistance in the shunt circuit is measured to be R p = 160 O, which is most likely due to the capacitors used in the synthetic inductor circuit (Agnes, 1995) . The resulting system description is provided in the form of the state-space matrices defined in equation (10) 
Substituting these in equation (12), the transfer functions for the two system outputs, beam tip displacement and shunt circuit current, with respect to the excitation voltage are obtained as follows 
The system characteristics without any active control action can be obtained by substituting g = 0 in equations (30) and (31). The resulting open-loop dynamics are depicted in the Bode magnitude plots presented in Figure 3 . The first two resonant modes of the beam are clearly observed here. As it was mentioned earlier, in this setup, we focus on the second resonant mode that occurs around 98 Hz. The inductance and resistance of the shunt circuit are designed to enforce circuit's sensitivity around this frequency. This is also apparent from the fact that the second resonant peak of the shunt circuit current has higher amplitude than the first one, as shown in Figure 3 .
The stability tableau for this case is generated next. The combined system stability boundaries are calculated using the expressions in equation (15) after decomposing the characteristic equation (31) in the form of equation (14). Separately, the DR tuning parameters are also calculated using the procedure and expressions provided under Appendix 2. They are then overlaid on the complete system stability picture, as depicted in Figure 4 . If we wish to tune the circuit to display resonance characteristics (adhering to the true DR philosophy) at the external excitation frequency, it was shown earlier that the net harvestable energy would be zero. Therefore, the tuning must be done offset from the DR parameters (blue curves in Figure 4 ). The admissible stable regions for control parameters in the (t, g) space are shaded gray on Figure 4 .
The test points for control parameters used in this study are marked with crosses on Figure 4 . Note that they are in the stable and feasible operating zone; yet, they are close to the DR tuning and combined system stability boundaries. This implies that the circuit is stable yet sensitized, as it is brought close to resonance with the feedback control action.
Experimental assessment of energy harvesting performance
The experimental comparison and assessment procedure are described next. Several test points are used where the beam is excited at a certain frequency and the control parameters are tuned to the associated (t, g) compositions (depicted on Figure 4 ). At each test run, the beam is excited through one of the PZT patches with a harmonic signal at the designated frequency. Initially, the feedback control is turned off and the passive system's response is recorded. Then after several seconds, the control is turned on and the system response with the delayed feedback control is recorded. The recorded data are then transferred to a PC and analyzed in MATLAB.
For energy harvesting-related performance assessment, two signals are recorded using the dSPACE 1103 digital control unit:
1. The shunt circuit current, i s (t), is obtained by measuring the voltage across the lumped resistor in the shunt circuit, V R (t) (which also serves as the feedback measurement), and dividing this signal by the resistance value.
2. The control actuation voltage, V C (t), is directly recorded from the voltage amplifier output port.
The sampling frequency for these tests is 8000 Hz. Inspecting the control voltage time trace, the instance when the controller is turned on is determined, and the data are split into two parts: passive and active response data. Furthermore, the length of the passive response data is determined and the active response data are trimmed to the same length. For each passive and active system responses, two key parameters are calculated:
1. The instantaneous power generated over the resistive load, P gen , is calculated via equation (16), which is essentially the square of the current signal, multiplied with the resistance value. 2. The instantaneous power consumed by the control action, P ctrl , is calculated via equation (19), which is simply the multiplication of the control voltage and the shunt circuit current. Note that this quantity is zero for the passive system response, as there is no control action and hence V C (t) = 0. These instantaneous power quantities are then numerically integrated, to obtain potentially generated and consumed energy amounts, E gen and E ctrl , respectively, for the passive and active responses. Note that these time domain signals are equal in length and they share the same frequency. As a result, the integration does not favor one signal over the other. The potentially harvested energy is calculated by subtracting the energy consumed by the control from the energy generated over the resistive load. That is, E harv = E gen -E ctrl . This yields two E harv quantities: one for the passive and active cases each. In order to assess the feasibility of the active delayed control case, we calculate the percent increase (PI) in energy harvesting capacity analogous to the earlier definition in equation (23) The subscript e denotes that this is an experimentally observed quantity. This concludes the experimental assessment of energy harvesting performance using the delayed feedback control.
Analytical prediction of the energy harvesting performance
In order to understand how well the mathematical model of the system agrees with the experimental results, we also analytically evaluate the percent increase in energy harvesting capacity corresponding to the system/control parameters for each test run. In order to achieve accurate results, three parameters need to be re-identified experimentally: the operating frequency v, the control delay t, and control gain g. Although all of these parameters are selected by the user during the experiments, slight deviations may occur between the intended and effective values due to some uncertainties within the hardware. The mathematical model, unfortunately, is quite sensitive to such parametric fluctuations and slight errors may cause high deviations in the energy harvesting performance outcome.
After the operating parameters v 0 , g 0 , t 0 are experimentally re-identified via frequency domain analysis, they are substituted in equation (30) to analytically determine the shunt circuit current's frequency response with respect to excitation voltage (for passive system response, g = 0 is substituted in the same transfer function). Then, for a unit input voltage, the amplitude of the current i 0 is calculated. With this information, the analytical formulae derived for energy harvesting performance can be used to determine the average harvested power, as defined in equation (22). For each test case, a passive and actively harvested power amount is calculated. These are then used to analytically evaluate the percent increase in energy harvesting capacity, as defined in equation (23).
Validation tests and results
The energy harvesting enhancement procedures are applied here on a sample test case to clarify and illustrate the methods. The external excitation frequency was set to 85 Hz. Using the stability tableau in Figure 4 , the control parameters are chosen in the stable shaded region, in the vicinity of the DR tuning parameters corresponding to this frequency, as g = 2.5 and t = 0.0142 s. These parameters are then set within the digital controller using the dSPACE ControlDesk software. The time traces of recorded data are presented in Figure 5 . The passive system response corresponds to the timeframe running from 0 to approximately 5 s where the control voltage is zero. After that, the control action is turned on, as seen from the nonzero control voltage signal, in addition to a pronounced increase in resistor voltage oscillation amplitude. The exact time instant where control action is turned on is determined as t = 5.46 s. The data are separated from this point, meaning that the passive system response is in the interval of (0 s, 5.46 s). The active system response was trimmed to be equal in length, meaning that it corresponds to the interval of (5.46 s, 10.92 s). Additionally, the DC bias in the data was also removed and the resulting resistor voltage measurement was divided by the lumped resistance value (12 kO) to obtain the shunt circuit current.
The instantaneous powers generated over the resistive load and consumed by the control action are calculated now via equations (16) and (19), respectively. The net, or potentially harvested, power is simply the difference of the two. All these power quantities are presented in Figure 6 . As the next step, the harvested (net) power signals for the passive and active response are numerically integrated to calculate the potentially harvested energies as E passive harv = 2:46 nJ and E active harv = 10:24 nJ, respectively. Then using equation (32), the increase in energy harvesting capacity is calculated to be 316%.
These experimentally obtained energy harvesting capacity enhancements will be contrasted against the analytically predicted values, for comparison. Using frequency domain analysis, the experiment parameters associated with this test run are re-identified as v 0 = 84.62 Hz (compared to the 85 Hz setting), g 0 = 2.533 and t 0 = 0.0142 s (user input was g 0 = 2.5 and (30) to obtain the shunt circuit's current amplitude with respect to unit excitation voltage (for the passive case, g = 0 is substituted). The average harvested power quantities, calculated analytically as per equation (22), are found as (P av harv ) passive = 1:16 nW and (P av harv ) active = 6:69 nW. Using equation (23), the increase in energy harvesting capacity according to the mathematical model is calculated as 340%. Compared to the experimentally observed value of 316%, a small difference exists, which is expected considering potential uncertainties in modeling.
The procedure demonstrated here is repeated for several other test points (which are marked on Figure 4 ) with different excitation frequencies. The results are tabulated and presented in Table 1 . As seen from the data in the second column of this table (corresponding to 85.19 Hz operating frequency), the active energy harvester with feedback control may cause a regression in energy harvesting capacity in certain cases.
Discussions on the results and the experimental setup
As seen from Table 1 , the experimentally observed results and analytically predicted PI values are in general agreement. This correspondence between the analytical and experimental domain was achieved by identifying some key parameters through experimental measurements. The frequency response characteristics of the system are used for this purpose. For the mathematical model at hand, these were depicted on the Bode magnitude plots in Figure 3 . On the experimental setup, the system is excited harmonically at 15 different frequencies in the vicinity of the second resonant mode, in a range approximately between 85 and 108 Hz. At each test point, the two system outputs, beam displacement and shunt circuit current, are recorded, in addition to the input, excitation voltage. Note that the instantaneous circuit current is obtained by dividing the resistor voltage measurement by the resistance value, as described earlier. Using these data, an experimental frequency response is constructed. This procedure is again performed by converting the time domain signals to frequency domain using MATLAB's FFT routine. The excitation frequency v 0 for each test point is determined by identifying the peak frequency of signals' amplitude spectra. Then, using the corresponding frequency domain data, the amplitude responses are calculated as follows
These experimentally obtained point-wise frequency response amplitudes are plotted against the analytical Bode magnitude responses and presented in Figure 7 . This figure offers some insight into the discrepancies between the analytical model and the experimentally observed behavior. Note that the peak frequency is offset by a few hertz and the shunt circuit current response is significantly lower than the analytically expected results. Within the modeling effort, we suspect to have carried considerable uncertainty associated with the characteristics of the PZT patches, as it is difficult to accurately and reliably measure quantities such as k em1 , k em2 , and k ic . Indeed, Tang and Wang (2000) highlight several issues that are typically encountered when modeling PZT material characteristics. In addition to exhibiting nonlinear behavior such as hysteresis, drift, and external stress dependency of the actuation, strain build-up also contributes in modeling uncertainties of PZT dynamics. The inverse capacitive coefficient k ic is obtained by inverting the capacitance of the PZT patch as measured with a multi-meter. The modal electro-mechanical coupling coefficients k em1 , k em2 , however, cannot be directly measured in a similar fashion. They are treated as uncertain parameters which are manipulated within the mathematical model to minimize the behavioral discrepancy in Figure 7 . In other words, the frequency response match-up between analytical and experimental data was used to extract the uncertain (unmeasurable) system characteristics. The frequency response comparisons after such parametric determinations are shown in Figure 8 , where a significant improvement compared to Figure 7 is observed.
In the analytical and experimental work presented here, the energy harvesting performance is assessed in a range of frequencies close to the second harmonic mode of the cantilever beam, mainly between 84 and 93 Hz. The range of frequency is constrained by several factors. The most prominent limitation is associated with the fact that the modeling approach is based on modal truncation. As a result, the obtained system model is valid within the vicinity of the frequencies that are associated with the modes that are being considered. Another important limitation is that the inductance required in the shunt circuit becomes unreasonably high at lower frequencies, as discussed earlier in this article.
Conclusion
This work describes the use of delayed feedback control laws within piezoelectric networks in order to improve energy harvesting capacity. The analytical work is based on a typical benchmark system, consisting of a cantilever beam coupled to a shunt circuit with a piezoelectric element. It is assumed that the shunt circuit contains a resistive load that generates harvestable energy. A delayed proportional control law is implemented in the circuit following a concept called the DR. Contrary to intuition, it is shown that inducing pure resonance to the shunt circuit is infeasible for energy harvesting purposes. Instead, the control parameters are adjusted such that the circuit is sensitized close to resonance but somewhat offset from it. This proposition is tested on an experimental setup. The energy harvesting performance of the active circuit is benchmarked against the passive circuit without control in order to demonstrate feasibility. Analytical calculations on energy harvesting performance are also presented and compared to the experimental findings. It is shown that considerable increase in energy harvesting capacity can be achieved with the proposed methodology within a certain frequency range.
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Appendix 1
Coupled beam and piezoelectric network model
Throughout this section, subscripts b and p are used for the beam and the piezoelectric patches, respectively. The modeling approach in this work is adopted from
Here, the denominator is the characteristic equation for the shunt circuit sub-structure alone. When feedback gain g and delay t are tuned correctly, the circuit is brought to resonance at a certain frequency v. That is The control parameters g and t that enable this DR tuning are obtained by solving the amplitude and phase conditions of equation (39) 
The actively tuned electrical circuit exhibits a characteristic root pair at s = 6vi; now it may act as an ideal dynamic absorber and consequently eliminates tonal vibrations of the beam at the tuned frequency.
Appendix 3
Physical parameters of the experimental setup 
